Ruqayh for Cancer, SLE (Cancer of Blood)

This following amal explains preparation of recited water for treatment of cancer. Please note cancer appears in various forms:

- Brain
- Stomach
- Skin
- Blood
- etc

SLE has been assessed as cancer of the blood; so this treatment is applicable. Please use this to supplement existing medical treatment.

**Known successful treatments are:**

1. A patient (a religious teacher in Singapore) who was warded in CCU for brain cancer, and given the recited water by his wife (also a religious teacher). He was then discharged for radiotherapy out-patient treatment. That was in Feb 2007

2. Recent (early March 2008) case of boy in a Kuala Lumpur hospital with brain inflammation causing double vision. After surgery followed by intake of recited water, the boy was given a quick discharge.

**TYPES OF WATER TO BE RECITED UPON:**

For patients experiencing cancer for more than 1 year, usually these diseases have permeated deep, into the bones. Therefore we suggest getting barakah water, rather than the usual mineral drinking water:

The best water is

- Zam-zam followed by
- Water in mosque ponds used for wudhu (ablution) - this need to filtered/boiled before recitation for drinking
TO BE RECITED AND BLOWN INTO WATER:

- Istiqfar (Astaghfirullah Al-Azeem) – 100 times
- Salawat/Darood - 100 times
- LA ILAA HA ILLALLAH - 1,000 times
- Surah Fatihah – 7 times
- Aayat Al-Kursi – 7 times
- Salawat/Darood – 7 times
- Surah Yaseen (Aayaat 1 to 43) – 15 times
- 3 Qul,
- Surah Ikhlas – 36 times
- Surah Falaq – 36 times
- Surah AnNas – 36 times
- Surah Kausar – 21 times
- Salawat/Darood – 7 times
- Ameen

COOLING THE RECITED WATER BY "DEW" OUTSIDE THE HOUSE

The recited water need to be "cooled" by putting the container opened outside the house under the sky for 1 night from Isha to Fajr (early morning). This is to reduce the "heat" on the patient which is already weak. Heat is expected from the reaction of Qur’anic recitation on the diseased part of the body

Protecting the water container

- Get a thin cloth (I recommend material for squeezing water out such as those use to prepare soya-bean cakes)
- The cloth is recited over with Surah Al-Hashr (Aayaat 21-24) or Surah Al-Hijr (Aayat 9) one time to prevent anything coming into the container.
- Tie it over the mouth of the container with a rubber band or string.
- Put the container somewhere where a cat or dog cannot come close such as on top of our car (parked outside the house)
The "cooled dewed" water is then given to the patient for drinking, at least one glass a day.

**Apart from the above Ruqya, please use the following natural remedy to supplement it.**

**Bismillah, One of the most effective and cheap treatments I have found for cancer uses nothing more than haldi powder, honey and goats milk.**

Get some haldi powder, start with bismillah and mix with good quality dark honey (eg. greek mountain, chestnut, forest honey) but make sure it does not state "blend of honeys from more than one country" as such honey will most likely be corrupted. The mixture should become quite thick. Take 1-2 teaspoon 2-3 times a day 30 mins before or after meals with 1/3-1/2 glass of milk. If you cannot find organic goats milk (ie milk that is free from homogenisation, pasteurisation) then simply just take with water.
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